Samsung Jet Mop
VR20T6001MW

Signature Features

Simplicity in Action
• Avoids obstacles as wet spinning pads remove dust and grime.

Dual Spin Technology
• Two spinning pads turn and clean simultaneously for maximum results.

Automatic Water Disperser
• Double water tanks allow for up to 50 minutes run time without any refill needed.¹

¹Based on internal testing in an area with furniture arranged in a similar way to a real home setting. The two water tanks need to be refilled every 50 minutes.

Available Color
White

Features
• Dual Spin Technology
• Automatic Water Disperser
• Smart Sensor System
• 150-Minute Recharging Time
• 100-Minute Cleaning Time
• 63 dBA
• 27W Suction Power (MAX)
• Li-ion Battery
• 8 Cleaning Modes: Auto, Manual, Spot, Edge, Intensive Cleaning, Step Cleaning, 50 min Cleaning, Pattern Cleaning
• Hand Mode for Floor-to-Wall Cleaning

Accessories
• 2 Types of Pads
  - Microfiber Mop
  - Mother Yarn Mop
• Silicon Brush for cleaning mops
• Remote Control
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Features

Simplicity in Action – Avoids obstacles as wet spinning pads remove dust and grime.
Dual Spin Technology – Two spinning pads turn and clean simultaneously for maximum results.
Automatic Water Disperser – Double water tanks allow for up to 50 minutes run time without any refill needed.¹
Smart Sensor System – Safely cleans corners and avoids walls, carpeting and furniture.
Superior Edge Coverage – Spinning pads extend from under the unit to clean corners and wall edges.
Long-Lasting Battery Life – High-capacity battery allows you to mop up to 100 minutes on a single charge.
Multiple Cleaning Modes – Switch between 8 cleaning modes with the handy remote control.
Hand Mode for Floor-to-Wall Cleaning – Manually clean wherever you want using Hand Mode.
2 Types of Pads – Choose Microfiber or Mother Yarn, which is 100x thicker than Microfiber. Both are machine washable.

Warranty
1-Year Warranty

Product Dimensions & Weight (WxHxD)
Dimensions: 12 7/8" X 5 1/2" X 6 1/2"
Weight: 3.5 lbs

Shipping Dimensions & Weight (WxHxD)
Dimensions: 15 3/4" X 9 1/16" X 9 3/10"
Weight: 5.95 lbs

Color        Model Code        UPC Code
White        VR20T6001MW/AA     887276409894

¹Based on internal testing in an area with furniture arranged in a similar way to a real home setting. The two water tanks need to be refilled every 50 minutes.